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A clean
water surface
Easy to install
skimmer for ponds

Ultra Skimmer

Pond without
floating dirt

During the seasons, quite some material is blown on
the pond surface making it messy. The pond looks
unsightly and the view of the fish is poor, due to
leaves, twigs and residues. You certainly want to get
rid of it. The Ultra Skimmer collects floating debris
and keeps the pond surface continuously clean.

Ideal combination
for every pond
Floating debris such as leaves, twigs and feed residue inhibit pond
fun. Not only the view of the pond and the fish is disturbed, but
also the biological balance. This organic material eventually sinks
to the bottom of the pond, being a nutrient source for algae. That’s
something you want to avoid. This free-standing Ultra Skimmer
keeps the water surface of the pond clean at all times.

Energy-efficient pond pump
Connect the skimmer to a Green Line pump for the circulation
of pond water. This dirty-water pump is installed in the pond
and it can pump water with dirt particles of up to 6 mm without
clogging up. Circulation pumps have to operate day and night,
year in and year out. That is why long service life and low energy
consumption are guaranteed. Connect the hose socket to the
pump inlet of a pond pump, weigh down the base with stones
and place it in the pond.

The solution for every pond
The elastic tube makes the Ultra
Skimmer suitable for pond depths
from 40 to 150 cm. Determine
the size of your pond and choose
Green Line pond pump from Velda.
Green Line 5000 l/h for 30 m2
Green Line 8000 l/h for 50 m2
Green Line 12000 l/h for 80 m2
Green Line 15000 l/h for 100 m2

Free-standing skimmer
Stable base
weighted down on the bottom in a stable position
Flexible tube
automatic adjustment to pond depth
Floating head
moves with variable water levels
Large dirt container 2.5 litres
removable collection bin for
accumulated debris

More information? www.velda.com

